Week 12: June 15th - 19th
Home Learning Tasks
Kindergarten WMES
Video Lesson: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mp4sxtFHTpE
Shape of the Week: 8-sided octagon
Story of the Week: First Grade, Here I Come
Assessment: Since this is the final week, we would love to see any pictures you’d like to share!
Movement Monday
Activity: Space Walk
- Find some smooth floor and practice doing the moonwalk
- Practice walking as if there was zero gravity!
Supplies: room to move, socks, 09
Goal: Use gross motor skills
Teeny Tiny Tuesday
Activity: Tiny Space Pictures or Book
- Create a tiny space picture or book
- Get creative - what do you think you’d find in space?
Supplies: open ended art supplies, writing utensils, paper,
Goal: relate drawing to knowledge about space
Word Wednesday
Activity: Moon Sand Names
- Use or make some moon sand or playdough
- Use your materials to spell your name - make sure you’re using only our 4 writing friends
to make your letters (long straight line, short straight line, long curve, short curve)
Supplies: playdough, moon dough, or (optional: make your own using some hari conditioner and
cornstarch)
Goal: I can represent my name in a variety of ways.
Thinkin’ Thursday
Activity: Space Hopscotch
- Use your anti-gravity jumping skills to hop through your very own hopscotch path!
- See if you can make one with numbers to 20 (10 is perfect too!)
Supplies: Chalk (or tape if you wanted to do it inside), shoes, space
Goal: Count 1-10 and 10-1 or 1-20 and 20-1 (up to 20 is the grade 1 standard)
Forest Friday
Activity: Watch and Count the Stars (star gazing)
- Head outside and make wishes on any falling stars you see about grade 1! How many
did you see?
Supplies: optonial blanket, snacks
Goal: Count stars and think back over the great year we had in Kindergarten!

